In this paper, we give generalizations of Jensen's, Jensen-Steffensen's and converse of Jensen's inequalities by using generalized majorization inequalities. We also present Grüss and Ostrowski-type inequalities for the generalized inequalities.
Introduction
The convex functions are closely related with the theory of inequalities and many important inequalities are the consequences of convex functions. 
holds, for all x 1 , x 1 ∈ [a, b] and each t ∈ [0, 1]. The function f is said to be strictly convex if the inequality in (1) strictly holds for each x 1 x 2 and t ∈ (0, 1). The function f is called concave if the reverse inequality in (1) holds.
One of the most important inequality in Mathematics and Statistics is the Jensen inequality. This inequality was given by J. Jensen in 1906 (see [21, p.43] ). Theorem 1.2. Let I be an interval in R and f : I → R be a convex function. Let n ≥ 2, x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ I n and w = (w 1 , . . . , w n ) be a positive n-tuple. Then
where
w i , k = 1, . . . , n.
If f is strictly convex, then inequality (2) is strict unless x 1 = · · · = x n .
The condition "w is a positive n-tuple" can be replaced by "w is a non-negative n-tuple and W n > 0". Note that the Jensen inequality (2) can be used as an alternative definition of convexity.
It is reasonable to ask whether the condition "w is a non-negative n-tuple" can be relaxed at the expense of restricting x more severely. An answer to this question was given by Steffensen [23] (see also [21, p.57] ). Theorem 1.3. Let I be an interval in R and f : I → R be a convex function. If x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ I n is a monotonic n-tuple and w = (w 1 , . . . , w n ) a real n-tuple such that
is satisfied, where W k are as in (3), then (2) holds. If f is strictly convex, then inequality (2) is strict unless
Inequality (2) under conditions from Theorem 1.3 is called the Jensen-Steffensen inequality. Now we give some basic introduction to majorization: We say that the m−tuple x majorizes the m−tuple y when the sum of k largest entries of y does not exceed the sum of k largest entries of x for all k = 1, 2, .., m − 1 with equality for k = m and we write as y ≺ x. A mathematical origin of majorization is illustrated by the work of Schur [22] on Hadamard's determinant inequality. Many mathematical characterization problems are known to have solutions that involve majorization. A complete and superb reference on the subject are the books [12] , [19] . The comprehensive survey by Ando [11] provides alternative derivations, generalizations and a different viewpoint.
The following theorem known as the majorization theorem and its convenient proof is given by Marshall, Olkin and Arnold in [19] . The following theorem can be regarded as the generalization of Theorem 1.4, known as weighted majorization theorem and is proved by Fuchs in [15] . 
Then for every continuous convex function f :
The following theorem is a consequence of Theorem 1.5. 
and
hold, then for every continuous convex function f :
For some more recent results, related to generalizations and refinements of majorization theorem, see [1-6, 9, 16] and some of the references in them. In our main results we will use generalized result for n-convex function, therefore here we recall the definition of n-convexity (see for example [21] ).
The value [x 0 , ..., x n ; f ] is independent of the order of the points x 0 , ..., x n .
This definition may be extended to include the case in which some or all the points coincide. Assuming that f (j−1) (x) exists, we define
holds.
From Definition 1.8, it follows that 2-convex functions are just convex functions. Furthermore, 1-convex functions are increasing functions and 0-convex functions are nonnegative functions. Consider the Green
The function G is convex in s, it is symmetric, so it is also convex in t. The function G is continuous in s and continuous in t.
, we can easily show by integrating by parts that the following is valid
where the function G is defined as above in (10) ([24]).
The following generalized Montgomery identity via Taylor's formula is given in [7, 10] . Proposition 1.10. Let n ∈ N, f : I → R be such that f (n−1) is absolutely continuous, I ⊂ R an open interval, a, b ∈ I and a < b. Then the following identity holds
In case n = 1 the sum
... is empty, so the identity (12) reduces to the well-known Montgomery identity
where P (x, s) is the Peano kernel, defined by
The following generalizations of majorization theorem by Montgomery identity and Green function are given in [8] . To make the calculations simple they used the following notations.
where w i , x i , and f are as defined in Theorem 1.5. Also
where w, x, y and f are as defined in Theorem 1.6.
Theorem 1.11. ([8])
Suppose all the assumptions of Theorem 1.5 are valid. Also let n ∈ N, f : I → R be function such that f (n−1) (n > 3) is absolutely continuous, I ⊂ R an open interval, a, b ∈ I, a < b, n is even, f is n−convex and G(., s) be as defined in (10) then for all s ∈ [a, b], the following inequalities hold.
(ii)
Generalizations of Jensen's Inequality
First we introduce some notations which we will use in the rest of paper. , we denote
where w, x and f are as given in Theorem 1.6. We give our first main result in the following theorem. 
(ii) If the inequalities (18) and (19) hold and the functions L 1 and L 2 defined by
are convex, then the right hand sides of (18) and (19) are non-negative and
holds in both cases.
Proof. (i) Let k be the largest number from {1, ..., m} such that x k ≥ x, then as x is decreasing m-tuple so we have x l ≥ x for l = 1, 2, ..., k and x l ≤ x for l = k + 1, k + 2, ..., m. Now as x l ≥ x for l = 1, 2, ..., k, so we have
Similarly as x l ≤ x for l = k + 1, k + 2, ..., m, so we have
for j = k + 1, k + 2, ..., m.
Using (23) and (24) we get that The conditions (4) and (5) are satisfied for x = (x, ..., x) and y = (x 1 , ..., x m ). Also ∇(x, id) = 0, therefore substituting y = (x 1 , ..., x m ) and x = (x, ..., x) in Theorem 1.11 (i) we get (18) . Proceeding similarly and using Theorem 1.11(ii), we obtain (19) .
(ii) We may write the right hand side of (18) as
Since L 1 is convex so by Jensen's inequality, we have
Hence (22) holds. Analogously, we obtain (22) for L 2 .
In the following theorem we give integral version of Theorem 2.1. 
(ii) If the inequalities (25) and (26) hold and the functions L 1 and L 2 defined as in (20) and (21) respectively are convex, then the right hand sides of (25) and (26) are non-negative and
Remark 2.3.
If we take x(t) = t, w(t) = 1, in the inequality (25) and (26) then we obtain the generalizations of Hermite-Hadamard inequality. 1, 2, ..., m) , W m > 0 where
w i x i and G be the Green function as defined in (10).
(i) Then for 2n−convex function f , the inequalities (18 ) and (19 ) hold.
(ii) If the inequalities (18 ) and (19 ) hold and the functions L 1 and L 2 defined as in (20) and (21) are convex, then the right hand sides of (18 ) and (19) are non-negative and (22) holds.
Proof. (i) Let k be the largest number {1, 2, ..., m} such that x k ≥ x then x l ≥ x for l = 1, ..., k, and we have
and so we obtain
Also for l = k + 1, ..., m we have x k+1 < x, therefore
Hence, we conclude that
From (28) and (29), we get
Obviously the equality
holds. The conditions (4) and (5) are satisfied. Also ∇(x, id) = 0, therefore using Theorem 1.11 (i) for y = (x 1 , ..., x m ) and x = (x, ..., x), we get (18) . Proceeding similarly using Theorem 1.11(ii), we obtain (19) .
(ii) The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1(ii).
The integral version of above theorem is given here. (ii) If the inequalities (25) and (26) hold and the functions L 1 and L 2 defined as in (20) and (21) 
(ii) If the inequalities (30) and (31) hold and the functions L 1 and L 2 defined as in (20) and (21) 
